NEWPORTS INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATIONS & ECONOMICS
Student Council Charter 2015-2016
Student ID:
Contact Number:
Student Name:

If elected as a member of NICE Student Council (NSC) I __________________:
 fully understand the visions, objectives and the aims of NSC and shall work
responsibly to achieve them;
 shall accomplish all my endeavors with sincerity, honesty and transparency
 shall dedicatedly contribute towards the advancement of NSC and
progression of NICE;
 Shall acknowledge the importance of the position I shall be given in the NSC
and will earnestly work to justify my selection at NSC;
 will always give academics as my top priority and certify that NSC activities
will not effect on my academic performances. I also affirm that I will
maintain a minimum CGPA of 2.5 during the complete tenure as a member
of NSC;
 Fully understanding that to willfully misrepresent any information or
breach the confidentiality of any issue deemed such by Team New Ports
Student Council is unacceptable and intolerable;
 shall always try to act as a role model for fellow students and peers, and
will strive upon creating positive examples for others;
 I will render my service to NSC with dedication and commitment but at any
stage during my service to NSC if I am unable to perform as per the
prescribed standards; I will willingly step down from my position in NSC ;
 shall be attending all the meetings of NSC whenever required and on a
regular basis ;





Acknowledge that if I require being on leave for an uncertain period longer
than two weeks, I will permanently step down from my role in NSC or may
be asked to do so;
Respect the authority of this document as a binding agreement for my
tenure as a member of NSC, at New Ports Institution of Communications
and Economics.

Signature of Student: _____________________

Witnessed by:
___________________________
___________________________

